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Quantification of order in the Lennard-Jones system
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We conduct a numerical investigation of structural order in the shifted-force Lennard-Jones system
by calculating metrics of translational and bond-orientational order along various paths in the phase
diagram covering equilibrium solid, liquid, and vapor states. A series of nonequilibrium
configurations generated through isochoric quenches, isothermal compressions, and energy
minimizations are also considered. Simulation results are analyzed using an ordering map
representation@Torquatoet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.84, 2064~2000!; Truskettet al., Phys. Rev. E62,
993 ~2000!# that assigns both equilibrium and nonequilibrium states coordinates in an order metric
plane. Our results show that bond-orientational order and translational order are not independent for
simple spherically symmetric systems at equilibrium. We also demonstrate quantitatively that the
Lennard-Jones and hard sphere systems sample the same configuration space at supercritical
densities. Finally, we relate the structural order found in fast-quenched and minimum-energy
configurations~inherent structures!. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A problem commonly encountered by scientists and
gineers is how to relate information found in an image o
material to its nonvisual properties, for example, its kine
mechanical, or electromagnetic properties. The image
come from a variety of sources, such as traditional imag
devices~e.g., various microscopes!, as well as from numeri-
cal simulations, which generate representative configurat
of a material. Examples of this type of relationship inclu
the connection between the microstructure of a porous
dium and the fluid flow characteristics through it, the micr
structure of cheese and its textural characteristics,1 the orga-
nization of lipids in the skin and the rate of transderm
transport of drug molecules,2 and the cavity size distribution
in bone and the onset of osteoporosis.3 Although one can
extract valuable information about a material by viewing
image of it, the visualization process is qualitative in natu
and thus results obtained from such a process will alw
possess a degree of subjectivity. To describe a material
more objective manner, one must develop a formalism
express quantitatively the information contained in imag
One method for approaching this problem is to develop or
metrics~order parameters! that identify given types of struc
tural order within a system. Once these metrics have b
formulated, they can be used to relate microscopic struct
information to the macroscopic behavior of a system.4

Numerous materials found in nature and utilized in
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dustry exist in an amorphous state.5 Such systems organiz
over relatively short distances, but lack the long-range or
found in crystalline materials. Examples include liquid
window glass, tissue, various formulations found in the ph
maceutical industry, and numerous food products. Althou
methods for characterizing structural order in regular crys
line solids are well established,6,7 similar techniques for
amorphous systems are not nearly as advanced. To qua
the structural order present in an amorphous system,
must first identify the types of order relevant to the syst
and subsequently construct metrics~preferably simple! that
are capable of measuring that order. Recent studies invol
the hard sphere system8,9 and water10 have made progress i
this direction. In this work, we continue to develop the
concepts by examining structural order in both equilibriu
and nonequilibrium states of the Lennard-Jones system.11

The reassessment of the notion of random close pac
in hard-sphere systems by Torquatoet al.8 revealed a novel
way of characterizing structural order. The authors defin
metrics for two forms of structural order, bond-orientation
and translational order, and introduced the concept of an
dering map, in which different states are mapped onto
plane whose coordinate axes represent the two order me
Subsequently, Truskettet al.9 used the idea of an order ma
to identify the relative placement of a material’s equilibriu
phases in order metric space by focusing on hard-sphere
tems. In addition, the ordering map can be used to trace
processing history of nonequilibrium structures. Once an
dering map has been constructed, it can be employed to
terrogate relationships between a material’s microstruc
and macroscopic properties and/or to characterize com
material samples. For example, the ordering map was u

of
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6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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recently to infer whether or not hard sphere configuratio
corresponded to thermally equilibrated states.9

A detailed study of structural order in stable, sup
cooled, and stretched liquid water has also been performe10

In water, directional attractions~hydrogen bonds! combine
with short-range repulsions to determine the relative orien
tion of neighboring molecules as well as their instantane
separation. The competition between these two interact
leads to the well-documented peculiar behavior of wate12

By examining the relationship between structural order~ori-
entational and translational! and the thermodynamic and k
netic properties of water, it was found that a cascade
anomalies occurs within the fluid, whereby structural, dif
sive, and thermodynamic anomalies occur successively
water becomes progressively ordered.

The objective of the present study is to examine str
tural order in a system of monatomic particles that interac
spherically symmetric fashion via soft repulsions and disp
sive attractions. Specifically, we investigate the bon
orientational and translational order found in the vapor, l
uid, and amorphous and crystalline solid phases of
shifted-force Lennard-Jones system. We first determine
phase boundaries for this system. We then examine the
tem along a number of paths involving the equilibrium v
por, liquid, and crystalline phases. We also consider none
librium configurations generated through isochoric quench
isothermal compressions, and energy minimizations.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following Se
II we describe the order metrics employed in this work. T
computational methods are detailed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV
discuss the results obtained in this investigation, and the
lient conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. ORDER METRICS

To quantify the structural order present in a material o
must first identify a set of metrics that are sensitive to
types of particle arrangements relevant to the system. A n
ral method for determining the~dis!order in a system is to
utilize a metric that quantifies the deviation of an actu
structure from a reference arrangement, usually a crysta
lattice. Although this approach provides a relatively straig
forward and accurate means of evaluating the~dis!order
present in a material, the method has a number of limitatio
The most serious one is the need to have knowledge of
structure of the reference crystalline phase. For simple
tems, including the Lennard-Jones system considered h
this is generally not a problem. However, for more comp
cated condensed matter systems the crystalline structure
be unknown. Comparisons between the actual and refer
structure, which are normally made at constant density,9 can
also become ambiguous when multiple crystalline phases
ist. In this case, the reference structure changes as a fun
of thermodynamic conditions. Furthermore, a stable so
phase will not exist at sufficiently low densities. For all
the above reasons, it is preferable to use crystal-indepen
metrics for the quantification of structural order. Our work
part of a broader study aimed at identifying suitable metr
for quantifying structural order in materials. To that end,
have focused here on order metrics that do not req
Downloaded 28 May 2003 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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knowledge of the stable crystalline structures. In what f
lows, we identify the types of order pertinent to our syste
and introduce the metrics used to quantify these forms
order. The reader is referred to Kansalet al.13 for a discus-
sion concerning the subtleties in choosing broadly applica
order metrics as well as guidelines for designing and eva
ating new order metrics.

For a collection of spherically symmetric particles, the
are two basic forms of order: bond-orientational order a
translational order.8,9 The first measures correlations betwe
bond angles defined between a central particle and its ne
neighbors. The second measure quantifies the degre
which pairs of particles adopt preferential separations.
quantify the first, we employ a set of bond-orientational
der metrics introduced by Steinhardtet al.14 The initial step
in calculating the order metrics is to determine each pa
cle’s set of nearest neighbors. In this work, two particles
considered nearest neighbors if their separation is less
the radial distance to the first minimum in the pair corre
tion function. Following Steinhardtet al.,14 a vector r i j

pointing from a given molecule to one of its nearest neig
bors is denoted as a ‘‘bond.’’ For each bond one determi
the quantity,

Qlm~ r̂ i j !5Ylm~u i j ,f i j !, ~1!

where r̂ i j is the unit vector ofr i j with the related polar and
azimuthal anglesu i j and f i j , and the associated spheric
harmonicsYlm . Subsequently, an average over all bonds
performed to obtain,Q̄lm5^Qlm( r̂ i j )&. Finally, the averages
Q̄lm , which depend on the choice of reference frame,
used to calculate the rotationally invariant order metricsQl ,

Ql5F 4p

2l 11 (
m52 l

m5 l

uQ̄lmu2G . ~2!

In this work, we have restricted our attention to evel
spherical harmonics. In general, the order metrics grow
value as the crystallinity of a system increases. The limit
value of the order metric, for a perfect crystalline structu
depends on the value ofl and the type of crystalline lattice
~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 14!. For example, thel 56 value for a
perfect fcc crystal isQ6

fcc50.574 52. For a completely uncor
related system, the values ofQl become 1/ANbond, where
Nbond is the total number of bonds in the system. Therefo
in the infinite system limit the value ofQl spans from zero
for a completely random system to the value for the perf
crystalline structure that it adopts.

To evaluate the translational order, we use a slight mo
fication of the crystal-independent translational order me
introduced by Truskettet al.,9

t5
1

sc
E

0

sc
ug~s!21uds, ~3!

where,s5rr1/3 is the radial distance scaled by the numb
density, g(s) is the pair correlation function, andsc is a
numerical cutoff, which in this work was set tosc53.5. This
order metric provides a measure of the local density mo
lations over a finite number of coordination shells. For
completely uncorrelated system,g(s)[1, and thust has a
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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value of zero. Conversely, the value oft is relatively large
for systems with long-range order. For a perfect fcc crys
one can analytically determine the value oft fcc(sc53.5)
51.7893.

Although the cutoff distance for the orientational a
translational order metrics are different, both areglobal order
metrics. In the case of the orientational order parameter,
cutoff is used to define a set of bonds, which are sub
quently analyzed to measure the extent to which the orie
tion of these bonds persists throughout the entire system.
the translational order, the particle-averaged pair correla
function is monitored over multiple coordination shells, a
hence the global nature of the metric is readily apparent

III. SIMULATIONS

A variety of numerical methods were employed in th
work to determine the phase behavior and to examine
structural order in equilibrium and nonequilibrium config
rations of the shifted-force Lennard-Jones~sfLJ! system. The
specific form of the potential employed in this work is

usf~r !5H u~r !2u~r c!2~r 2r c!u8~r c! for r<r c

0 for r .r c
, ~4!

with

u~r !54«F S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G , ~5!

whereusf is the shifted-force potential energy,u is the full
Lennard-Jones interaction energy,u8 represents the first de
rivative of the full potential,r c is the radial distance of the
potential cutoff (r c52.5 in this work!, and« ands are en-
ergy and size parameters, respectively. In what follows,
quantities are nondimensionalized using« and s as charac-
teristic energy and length scales, respectively. For exam
temperature is reduced by«/kB (kB is the Boltzmann factor!,
distance bys, and time byAms2/«, wherem is the mass of
a particle, which is set to unity in this work.

Monte Carlo methods were used to determine the ph
behavior of the system. The vapor–liquid phase bound
was determined using histogram reweighting grand can
cal Monte Carlo.15 The methods used here are analogous
those described elsewhere.16,17 A series of grand canonica
simulations were completed at state points in the vicinity
the coexistence curve. In particular, a run was complete
near critical conditions as well as six liquid phase and fo
vapor phase runs, with the lowest temperature simulated
ing T50.57. The histograms were combined using the te
niques of Ferrenberg and Swendsen.18,19 The volume of the
simulation cell was set toV5216.

The vapor–liquid critical point parameters were det
mined in a manner analogous to that employed by Potoff
Panagiotopoulos for the full LJ potential.20 Specifically, a
finite-size analysis21,22 was used to calculate the appare
critical parameters for system sizes ofV5343, 512, 1000,
and 1728. Subsequently, these data were used to extrap
to the infinite system size critical parameters.

The liquid–solid and vapor–solid phase equilibria we
determined using the Gibbs–Duhem integration techni
Downloaded 28 May 2003 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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introduced by Kofke.23,24 To implement this method, one
needs to specify the type of crystalline lattice that the sys
adopts. In a recent study, Jacksonet al.examined the relative
stability of the fcc and hcp lattices for the full Lennard-Jon
system.25 They found that the fcc lattice was the stable pha
for all pressures above a temperature ofT'0.4. Moreover,
they determined that the liquid always freezes into the
lattice. However, the authors also showed that the rela
stability of the fcc and hcp lattices can vary appreciably w
changes in the method used to truncate the potential.
elected to perform the phase equilibrium calculations in t
study assuming that the fcc lattice was the stable crystal
phase. Although for some of the crystalline state points c
sidered in this work the fcc lattice may be metastable w
respect to the hcp lattice, the conclusions from this work
independent of the precise nature of the stable crystal
lattice, especially since we quanitify structural order
crystal-independent fashion. The location of the liqu
crystalline phase transition would be altered by a negligi
amount given the similarity in the free energy of the fcc a
hcp lattices.

The methods used in this work are very similar to tho
employed by Agrawal and Kofke to determine the phase
havior of the soft sphere~SS!, u(r )5«(s/r )n,26,27 and
Lennard-Jones~LJ! systems.28 The location of the liquid–
solid equilibria for the sfLJ system was performed in thr
steps. First, the phase coexistence of the sfSS system@the SS
potential truncated and shifted according to Eq.~4!# was de-
termined by integrating the change in the logarithm of t
saturation pressure with potential softness,a[1/n, from a
50 ~hard sphere! to a50.085. An integration step size o
Da50.005 and a system size ofN5500 were used. Next
the attractive part,u(r )524«(s/r )6

•k, of the sfLJ poten-
tial was added to a sfSS potential scaled by a factor o
u(r )54«(s/r )12, by integrating the variation of the loga
rithm of the saturation pressure with respect tok from k
50 to k51 using a step size ofDk50.05, while holding the
temperature constant atT52.74. The remainder of the solid–
liquid coexistence was then determined by integrating
change in the reciprocal temperature with the logarithm
the pressure in step sizes ofD ln p520.2, using the final
point from the previous integration as a starting point.

Before determining the vapor–solid equilibria, we fir
located the vapor–liquid–solid triple point. This was acco
plished by identifying the point of intersection of the vapo
liquid and liquid–solid coexistence curves. The triple po
then provided a starting point to obtain the sublimation lin
which was determined by integrating the variation of t
temperature with pressure in step sizes ofDp520.0002.

The structural order metrics were determined from d
collected duringNVT molecular dynamics simulations. Th
equations of motion were integrated with the velocity-Ver
algorithm29 coupled with a single Nose´–Hoover
thermostat.30 The time step was set toDt50.002 and the
Nosé–Hoover thermostat coupling constantQNH was set to
QNH52.0. A system size ofN5500 particles was used for a
simulations. At low densities the initial fluid configuration
were randomly generated and subsequently these config
tions were rescaled for use as starting configurations
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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higher density runs. A perfect fcc crystal was used to initi
all simulations involving the crystalline phase.

Our study also included the examination of no
equilibrium structures. These structures were generated u
three different methods: isochoric quenches, isothermal c
pressions, and isochoric energy minimizations. The isoch
quenches were completed by reducing the temperatur
rates varying betweenDT/Dt520.005 andDT/Dt520.2
with step changes ofDT520.1. For typical argon param
eters («/kB598.87 K ands53.29 Å),31 this corresponds to
quenches varying between 2.15•1011 and 8.62•1012 K/s with
step changes of 9.9 K. The quench was initiated by perfo
ing an equilibration run of lengthte , after which the final
configuration was saved and a production run of lengthtp

5te was completed. The temperature was then reduced
DT and the above process was repeated using the final
figuration of the equilibration phase from the previous te
perature as the starting configuration. This sequence
events was continued until a temperature ofT50.1 was
reached.32 The isothermal compressions were performed i
manner analogous to the isochoric quenches. The comp
sion rate was adjusted betweenDr/Dt50.005 andDr/Dt
50.1 by increasing the density in increments ofDr50.1.
The compression was terminated when a density or
52.15 was reached. This algorithm corresponds to ar
compression rates varying between 4.06•1012 and 8.12
•1013 kg/(m3 s) with steps of 186 kg/m3.

Inherent structures33 were the final type of nonequilib
rium structure generated. These structures were generate
performing a conjugate gradient numerical approximation
steepest descent energy minimization of instantaneous e
librium liquid configurations to the corresponding local p
tential energy minimum.34,35 Each iteration of the conjugat
gradient method causes a decrease in the potential ener
minimization was considered complete when a new itera
yielded a relative change in the potential energy,u(Ei

2Ei 21)/Ei u, of less than 1028. For each state point consid
ered, at least 50 inherent structures were generated to d
mine the average value of properties. Although inher
structures are in mechanical equilibrium~minimum energy!,
they are not in thermal equilibrium, as their thermal ene
has been removed. This justifies their being considered
nonequilibrium configurations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We are not aware of any literature reference on the ph
diagram of the shifted-force Lennard-Jones system.
therefore performed such calculations as a preliminary s
in the present study. The phase diagram of the shifted-fo
Lennard-Jones system is presented in Fig. 1 and the valu
the critical and triple point parameters are collected in Ta
I. As one would expect, the critical and triple point tempe
tures of the sfLJ potential are lower than those of the full
potential. However, while the liquid and solid triple poi
densities are lower for the sfLJ than in the LJ case, the c
cal density is very similar to that of the full LJ potentia
Knowledge of the phase behavior is important in this stu
as a number of the paths considered involve moving al
phase boundaries.
Downloaded 28 May 2003 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
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Figure 2 shows the bond-orientational order metrics,Ql ,
as a function of density along a supercritical isotherm oT
51.5. The density range covered includes both the fluid
crystalline phases. The bond-orientational order metrics w
l 54, 6, 8, and 12 are sensitive to fcc ordering in the crys

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the shifted-force Lennard-Jones system in
temperature–density~a! and pressure–temperature~b! planes. The solid and
dashed lines represent the vapor–liquid and liquid–solid phase bounda
respectively. The triangle, circle, and diamond indicate the vapor–liq
critical point and the saturated liquid and solid phases at the triple poin

TABLE I. Critical and triple point parameters of the shifted-force Lenna
Jones potential.

Property sfLJ LJ

Tc 0.937 1.3120
Pc 0.0820 0.1279
rc 0.320 0.316
Ttr 0.560 0.687
Ptr 0.0018 0.011
r tr,sol 0.936 0.963
r tr,liq 0.815 0.850
r tr,gas 0.00334 0.00186
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2260 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 5, 1 February 2003 Errington, Debenedetti, and Torquato
line phase, with value increasing monotonically with dens
The salient feature is the discontinuous jump in bon
orientational order at the fluid–crystal transition. Note th
Q6 is the most sensitive of the bond-orientational order m
rics examined, since it produces the largest difference
tween the fluid and crystalline phases. As a result,Q6 is used
to quantify bond-orientational order in what follows. A
though changes in the bond-order metrics with density in
fluid phase are much smaller than across the fluid-cry
transition, it is nevertheless worth noting that all of the bon
orientational order metrics initially decrease with density
the fluid phase. Forl 56, 8, and 12 a minimum in the orien
tational order is observed atr'0.6.

Figure 3 shows the behavior ofQ6 along the fluid and

FIG. 2. Bond-orientational order metrics as a function of density at a t
perature ofT51.5. Symbols are as follows:~s! Q2 , ~h! Q4 , ~L! Q6 , ~n!
Q8 , ~v! Q10 , ~,! Q12 .

FIG. 3. Bond-orientational order metricQ6 as a function of density along
several loci on the phase diagram. Symbols are as follows:~—! vapor–
liquid coexistence boundary,~–––! liquid–solid coexistence boundary,~n!
vapor–liquid critical point,~s! liquid triple point, ~L! solid triple point,
~h! T5Tc50.935 isotherm,~x! T50.75 isotherm,~,! T51.5 isotherm.
Downloaded 28 May 2003 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to A
.
-
t
t-
e-

e
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crystalline branches of the fluid–crystal transition, the vap
and liquid branches of the vapor–liquid transition, a subcr
cal isotherm atT50.75, the critical isotherm, and a supe
critical isotherm atT51.5. In the crystalline phase, as on
would expect,Q6 increases with density at constant tempe
ture and decreases with temperature at constant density.
value ofQ6 for the saturated crystal decreases monotonic
with increasing temperature. Below a density ofr'0.6, Q6

increases as the density decreases. This finding is in con
to what was observed for the hard sphere fluid by Trusk
et al.,8,9 where it was found that the value ofQ6 invariably
increases with density. This difference in low-density beh
ior reflects the role of attractive interactions, which a
present in the Lennard-Jones system. A detailed study is
derway to investigate low-density configurations sampled
a result of attractive interactions.

The crystal-independent translational order metric,t,
was calculated along the same paths on the phase dia
used for determiningQ6 . The results of these calculation
are presented in Fig. 4. The observed behavior is qua
tively very similar to that of the bond-orientational order
higher densities. For both the fluid and crystalline phases,
value oft increases with density at constant temperature
decreases with temperature at constant density. The tra
tional order decreases with temperature along the crysta
branch of the fluid–crystal transition and remains relativ
constant along the fluid branch. Along the vapor–liquid tra
sition, translational order increases monotonically with sa
rated density. In the near-critical region the translational
der metric remains relatively constant. This demonstra
that the translational order metric defined in Eq.~3! is not
sensitive to the long-range behavior ofg(r ) caused by criti-
cal fluctuations. This behavior was confirmed by progr
sively increasing the system size, as well as the cutoff d
tance for the translational order (sc), to a maximum system
size of 1372 particles. We also investigated the ability of
two-body excess entropy36 to serve as a metric for transla

-FIG. 4. Translational order metrict as a function of density along selec
paths on the phase diagram. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 3.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tional order. In all cases qualitatively analogous results w
found with this order metric.

The calculations of bond-orientational and translatio
order along different paths on the phase diagram allow
construction of an order map. This method of character
tion, recently introduced by Torquato and co-workers,8,9 is a
novel way of interrogating the structural order that exists i
given material. Figure 5 shows an order map with the tra
lational order metrict plotted vs the bond-orientational orde
metricQ6 . It can be seen that all of the data collected in t
crystalline and fluid phases collapse onto single lines
each of the respective phases. This means that the two o
metrics are strictly correlated for dense equilibrium states
the sfLJ system: translational and orientational order are
independently variable. While this is a reasonable result f
spherically symmetric system, the numerical results offe
clear confirmation.

FIG. 5. Ordering map. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the Lennard-Jones~solid line! and hard sphere
~circles! ordering diagrams.
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It is interesting to compare the order map of the sf
~this work! and hard sphere8,9 systems. This is done in Fig. 6
It can be seen that the data for the hard sphere system
sfLJ system fall on the same lines. This suggests that ide
cal types of order are generated by sufficiently dense sim
spherically symmetric systems at equilibrium. The same
croscopic configuration is produced in these simple syste
with a change in state point or Hamiltonian resulting in
shift along the fluid or crystalline line on the order ma
These concepts are not new: in essence, they form the b
of perturbation theory,37 which states that all simple fluid
have the same underlying structure and that changing
details of the interaction can be treated as a small pertu
tion to a reference system. The results presented here pro
precise and quantitative evidence to support the phys
principle that underlies perturbation theory. They also yiel
lower density limit (r'0.6 for the sfLJ system! below which
this picture breaks down because attractive interactions c
the system to sample configurations that are distinct fr
those accessed in a purely repulsive system at the same
sity. This can be seen by the pronouncedincreasein Q6 as
the density decreases along the saturated vapor branch~Fig.
3!.

The previous discussion pertained to equilibrium stat
In what follows we extend the methodology to the investig
tion of supercooled liquid and glassy states. We consi
systems generated by isochoric quenches, isothermal c
pressions, and energy minimizations of equilibrium liqu
configurations. Figure 7 shows the paths traversed on
order map during isochoric quenches at various rates.
quenches were performed at a density ofr50.95, starting
from a temperature ofT51.5 and terminating atT50.1. All
of the quenches begin by uniformly extending the liqu
branch on the order map to higher values of order. After t
initial trend the trajectories separate, with the slow
quenches attaining higher degrees of both bond-orientati

FIG. 7. Trajectories of isochoric quenches on the ordering map. The s
lines represent the equilibrium fluid and crystalline phases and the da
lines correspond to quench ratesDT/Dt520.005,20.0067,20.01,20.02,
20.05, 20.1, and 20.2. The arrow indicates the direction of faste
quenches. Diamond symbols indicate inherent structures.
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and translational order. At the lower quench rates, suffic
time exists for crystallites to form, which significantly in
crease the overall structural order. Conversely, for f
quench rates, only a modest increase in structural orde
observed. This inverse dependence of the quench rate o
order is consistent with the results for hard spheres,8,9 where
compression rate plays a role analogous to quenching. A
included in Fig. 7 is a collection of points representing t
structural order found in inherent structures~local energy
minima!. These points were obtained from energy minimiz
tions over a wide density range. In particular, equilibriu
liquid configurations were generated at the relatively h
temperature ofT550 for densities ranging fromr50.9 to
2.0, after which a number of the instantaneous configurat
were subjected to energy minimization as described in S
III to obtain the inherent structures. The minimum dens
examined is just above the Sastry density for this system35

which marks the lowest density for which the inherent str
tures are spatially homogeneous, and below which syst
spanning cavities and fissures begin to form. All of the
herent structure data collapse onto a very narrow region
the order map. This suggests that minimum energy confi
rations correspond to rather specific particle arrangem
that are quite insensitive to changes in density over the ra
of conditions studied here.

The connection between the isochoric quench and in
ent structure results has a number of interesting con
quences. First, a reasonable extrapolation of the data
cates that a quench taken to zero temperature with a
high cooling rate leads to the same location on the order m
as an energy minimization. This analysis implies th
quenches performed at a rate that exceeds some sys
specific high-cooling-rate limit are identical to energy min
mizations, something that has long been suggested, bu
which little quantitative evidence existed so far. Second
appears that the collection of inherent structure points re
sents a smooth extrapolation of the liquid branch on the
der map, which indicates that inherent structures are the m
ordered amorphous configurations attainable.

A series of isothermal compressions was performed
manner similar to the isochoric quenches. Specifically, a s
tem equilibrated at a temperature ofT51.5 and a density of
r50.95 was compressed linearly in density tor52.15. The
data collected from these compressions are displayed in
8. The results are qualitatively similar to the isocho
quenches. At low compression rates, a large number of c
tallites form, causing the structural order to increase. As
compression rate is increased, fewer crystallites form, wh
results in final configurations with lower structural order.
contrast to the isochoric quenches, all of the trajectories g
erated from the compressions eventually veer away from
collection of inherent structures on the order map. The p
cise reason for this is unknown. One possible explanatio
that in order to converge to the inherent structures, e
higher compression rates are needed than those used in
work.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we investigated the structural order fou
in equilibrium and nonequilibrium states of the shifted-for
Lennard-Jones system. A number of accurate methods w
used to determine the underlying phase behavior. Two fo
of order, bond-orientational and translational, were then
amined using simple metrics introduced recently by us8,9

Our results lead to a number of new insights into the str
ture of simple systems interacting via spherically symme
forces, such as colloidal particles and rare gases.

The order map, which projects configurations onto
subspace whose coordinate directions are the system’s
evant order metrics, provides a useful representation of
evolution of structural order along both equilibrium and no
equilibrium paths. Our results show that all of the equili
rium data for the sfLJ system collapse onto two lines on
order map, one for the fluid and one for the crystalli
phases, respectively. The corresponding data from the
sphere system also fall on these same two lines. This ana
demonstrates that bond-orientational and translational o
are not independent for simple spherically symmetric s
tems at equilibrium. Our work shows that simple systems
restricted to a well-defined line in bond-orientationa
translational order space, and that a change in the state p
or Hamiltonian simply causes a shift along that line. Sta
more generally, the work quantitatively demonstrates t
simple spherically-symmetric systems sample the same
figurations. This relationship breaks down at sufficiently lo
densities, where attractive forces give rise to behavior
seen in hard-core systems.

Investigation of supercooled and glassy states resulte
several novel findings. The structural order generated by
percooled liquids upon isochoric quenches extends the fl
branch on the ordering map. For slower quenches, the
mation of crystallites causes a sharp increase in struct
order. At the fastest quench rates investigated here, the

FIG. 8. Trajectories of isothermal compressions on the ordering map. S
bols are the same as in Fig. 7. The dashed lines correspond to isothe
compression ratesDr/Dt50.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1. The arrow i
dicates the direction of faster compressions.
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jectories move toward the location of the inherent struct
points on the ordering map. The data suggests that en
minimizations are a limit of very fast quenches and that
herent structures represent the natural extrapolation of
fluid branch on the ordering map.

Future work will focus on resolving open questio
raised by this work, and on extending this approach to m
complex systems. A detailed study of low-density behav
in systems with attractive forces~such as the sfLJ! is war-
ranted. It is hoped that such an investigation will impro
current understanding of the distinct types of particle
rangements brought about by dispersive forces at low de
ties, and their relationship to a system’s thermodynamic
transport properties. Another open question involves str
tural order within the metastable vapor–liquid region. A
important finding for the hard-sphere system8,9 is the fact
that nonequilibrium~glassy! states sample a distinct regio
of the order map; it is therefore of interest to explore wh
regions correspond to states that are metastable with res
to the vapor–liquid transition. It also appears important
investigate the extent to which dense spherically symme
systems sample only hard-sphere configurations. To add
this issue, we plan to examine the structural order found
systems with more complex spherically symmetric inter
tions, such as the Gaussian core model38 and core softened
systems.39,40 It has recently been demonstrated that co
monly employed order metrics may not be consistent w
one another over a broad range of conditions.13 Therefore, an
important aspect of future research will involve the inves
gation and application of improved order metrics.41 Finally,
we think that the quantification of structural order can a
be used as a powerful tool for studying aqueous systems.
recent work on water10 represents a logical starting point fo
the analysis of aqueous solutions containing biological m
ecules, such as carbohydrates and amino acids, as we
ionic species. In these cases, orientational order metrics
likely to yield novel and quantitative insights into solvatio
phenomena and solution structure.
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